Friends of the Earth Germany (BUND) and LIFE cordially invite you to our side event:

“Civil Society Organizations – Advocates and Driving Force for Ambitious Climate Action in NDCs. “

Tuesday 18 June 2019, 4:45 – 6:15 pm, WCC, Room „Bonn“

The event focuses on the engagement of civil society for more ambitious NDCs. Civil society representatives from Colombia and the Ukraine will present examples and exchange experiences on how public participation and gender equality can improve NDCs.

During our event, we want to discuss examples and practices of rights-based and gender sensitive national climate action and policy-making processes in the context of the development of the second round of NDCs. In order to share knowledge, identify champions as much as barriers to civil society participation and rights-based climate action we cordially invite civil society, delegates and other actors to actively participate at our side event.